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THE PROJECT PARTNERS

R20 Regions of Climate Action is a coalition of partners led by regional
governments that work to promote and implement projects designed
to produce local economic and environmental benefits in the form of
reduced energy consumption and greenhouse gas emissions; strong
local economies; improved public health; and new green jobs. These
local actions can help the world achieve our shared global environmental
and economic goals.
RUDI (Rural Urban Development Initiatives) is a private sector
development organization based in Dar es Salaam which operates in
all regions of Tanzania. One of its local NGOs works to empower Micro,
Small and Medium Enterprises (MSMEs) and farming communities by
improving market linkage and distribution channels.
VoWET (Voice of Women Entrepreneurs Tanzania) is a not for profit
women partnership which seeks to sustainably develop the socioeconomic performance of women entrepreneurs and girls in Tanzania.
This project is financed by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Finland,
the Austrian Development Cooperation and the UK Department for
International Development (DFID). The project’s implementation is
overseen by the Energy and Environment Partnership of Southern and
East Africa (EEP S&EA).
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INTRODUCTION

Kifuru Village,
District of Kisarawe

Tanzania

© Mapsgalaxy 2017

Purpose
The initial objective of this Solar Bakery project was to help underprivileged rural
communities in the Kisarawe district of Tanzania, by implementing a solar bakery.
The project seeks to address various problems, such as gender inequality,
unemployment, extreme poverty, and degradation of natural resources.
The project has been implemented in collaboration with local partners, mainly
RUDI (Rural Urban Development Initiatives), a non-profit organization with
several offices throughout Tanzania.
Together with other local partners, R20 and RUDI were able to import a
commercial solar oven technology manufactured in the United States (the
“Villager Sun Oven”) into Tanzania. Once the technology had arrived, RUDI and
the local partners trained local women on how to bake bread with the oven.
They also established the framework of a bakery business plan, set up the
bakery operations in a dedicated building, and ensured that the bakery became
a legitimate small business by procuring the necessary permits.
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Tanzania’s Kisarawe District
Kifuru village is located in the Kisarawe District, one of the 6 districts of the
Pwani Region of Tanzania, and has a total of 782 villagers (Man 352, Women
430)1. The Kisarawe district’s economy is dominated by the agriculture sector,
which, according to the 2007/08 Coast Region agriculture sample census
reports, is the main source of income for 82% of the economically active
population. Annual income per capita in the Pwani region is estimated at
$470 (2012), which is lower than for Tanzania Mainland ($640)2.
The Kisarawe District is surrounded by forest reserves, which means that the
main economic activities are based on forest products such as wood and
charcoal. While most of the villagers (including women) are involved in tree
cutting and the charcoal business, young people with little or no economic
activities are leaving for the cities.

Tanzania’s response to climate change
Tanzania has been undertaking various efforts towards addressing
climate change in accordance with its national context. Among the various
policies, legislations, strategies, plans and programmes adopted over the
years, the National Climate Change Strategy (2012) and the Zanzibar
Climate Change Strategy (2014) have set the basis for Tanzania’s Intended
Nationally Determined Contributions (INDCs)3. Amid the adaptation and
mitigation priorities highlighted in this document we can find:
•
•
•
•
•

Exploring and investing in energy diversification systems.
Enhancing the use of renewable energy potential across the country.
Strengthening protection and conservation of natural forests to maintain
ecological integrity and continued benefiting from service provisions of the
sector.
Enhancing forest governance and protection of forest resources.
Enhancing sustainable forest management.
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IMPLEMENTATION

Background
The Solar Bakery is a project conceived by R20 and RUDI (Rural Urban
Development Initiatives), which was funded through a grant from the Energy and
Environment Partnership of Southern and East Africa (EEP S&EA). The initial
objective of this project was to help underprivileged rural communities in the
Kisarawe District of Tanzania by implementing a solar bakery. The project
seeks to create sustainable employment opportunities, empower female
entrepreneurs and reduce their vulnerability to poverty, and to address
degradation of natural resources.

Project deployment
The project partners, R20 and RUDI, involved the female entrepreneurs and
local stakeholders at a very early stage. Before the delivery of the solar oven in
Kifuru, R20 and RUDI conducted trainings, strategy workshops and stakeholder
consultation meetings to identify suitable female entrepreneurs and walk them
through the plans for the bakery. Ongoing meetings with the beneficiaries
allowed the partners to address concerns as they emerged.
Below is a summary of the activities carried out under this project:
1. Identification of communities with
suitable female entrepreneurs,
youth entrepreneurs and schools,
and preparation of assessment
studies
2. Internal trainings and strategy
workshops with key staff members
from R20 and RUDI, to review
the ‘Solar Bakery Implementation
Plan’
3. Business Plan workshop, following internal training and strategy
workshop with key staff from R20
and RUDI
4. Stakeholder consultation workshops in communities of female
entrepreneurs, youth entrepreneurs, and school beneficiaries,
with additional local villagers from
marginalized groups
5. The identification of 100 interested
individuals (based on the interest
level and attendance lists from the
previous stakeholder consultation
workshops) willing to commit to
training workshops on using the
new technology
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6. ‘’Entrepreneurship
Workshop’’
with a focus on WOMEN
7. ‘’Entrepreneurship
Workshop’’
with a focus on YOUTH
8. Receipt of the solar oven and
training workshop for female bakers.
9. Solar Bakery Inauguration Ceremony with local officials, local
villagers, female bakers, existing
customers and potential future
customers.
10. Qualitative interviews with female
bakers regarding the impacts of
the solar bakery
11. Stakeholder consultation workshop to gain feedback on the operational solar bakery
12. Creation of a case study that includes social impacts and highlights of the solar bakery project
(based on feedback from local
stakeholders and female bakers).

IMPLEMENTATION

Training workshop on the use of the solar oven

Reception of the solar oven and training workshop for female bakers
The Solar Oven arrived at Kifuru Village in the beginning of June 2017 and
was assembled by RUDI. Following the reception of the Solar Oven, a
technical workshop for female bakers, with the participation of
representatives from the Department of Social Development of Kisarawe
District, was conducted by RUDI. A total of 54 women (39 from Kifuru village, 5
from Kisanga, 5 from Mtamba and 5 from Kazimzumbwi village) received
training on how to use the solar oven as well as a 5-day baking training –
conducted by a mandated Food Production Instructor – during which they
learned how to bake cake, bread, scones and pastries.
VoWEK, the local antenna of Voice of Women Entrepreneurs Tanzania
(VoWET), decided to create a company named “Kazimzumbwi Eco Bakery –
KEB” to run the bakery business and for which each VoWEK member is a
shareholder.

Inauguration ceremony

Solar Bakery Inauguration Ceremony
The Solar Bakery inauguration ceremony was held on August 18th 2017, at the
bakery site in Kifuru. Local officials, such as Kibaha District Commissioner,
senior officials from the Kisarawe District Council and leaders
from Kazimzumbwi ward and Kifuru village, were present at the
inauguration ceremony, along with RUDI’s Director of Compliance and Good
Governance, the president of Voice of Women Entrepreneurs Tanzania
(VoWET), the press and other stakeholders from Kisarawe District.
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Qualitative interviews with female bakers

Qualitative interviews regarding the impacts of the solar bakery
Qualitative interviews were conducted with the following project beneficiaries
during the study visit and training: a) Kifuru women group (39), Kisanga (5),
Mtamba (5) and Kazimzumbwi (5), and b) Kifuru primary school students.
Interviews have shown the project can be considered as successful. The
Kifuru women group members have indicated that their social status has
improved with the bakery project. Thanks to the land they now own (given
by the village administration), the bakery building (built by RUDI's
Project Team) and the Solar Oven (brought by EEP & R20), the
women of Kazimzumbwi Eco Bakery are able to generate stable income from
the sales of their baked products and are much less dependent on
seasonal farming activities.
With these interviews, RUDI has realized that it is possible to reduce poverty
for women in rural communities ( while protecting their health and
mitigating climate change), by using renewable energy.
Stakeholder consultation workshop to gain feedback on the operational
solar bakery
Stakeholder consultation workshops, at the district and village level, were
conducted during the trial period of the oven and shortly after the
inauguration ceremony. Villagers, customers and the women group expressed
their gratitude to the donor (EEP) and the Project Management Team
(R20 & RUDI) for making this project possible, and discussed matters
regarding quality standards (Tanzania Bureau of Standards), management,
legal and food authority permits (Tanzania Food and Drug authority). By the
end of the consultation workshop, it was decided to form an advisory body
to monitor, advise and support the Kazimzumbwi Eco Bakery women group.
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THE TECHNOLOGY

The Villager Sun Oven, deployed and folded

The VILLAGER SUN OVEN® from Sun Oven International – a US-based
company – is the only manufactured commercial solar oven in the world.
Designed for situations that requires cooking great volumes, the oven allows
food to be quickly boiled, steamed or baked at cooking temperatures of 500° F /
260° C with no fuel costs4.
Thanks to rugged durable construction and an easy tracking system that enables
precise adjustments to follow the sun, the VILLAGER SUN OVEN® is designed
for durability and ease of use. It is highly adaptable to changing weather and
comes with a propane back-up system to be used when it rains. In addition,
the oven is mounted on a trailer, making it easy to transport, and comes with
collapsible reflectors which allow a secure storage.

FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

High temperatures in excess of 500° F / 260° C
Rugged durable construction designed to last for 15 years
Easy Track tracking system enables precise manual adjustment to follow
the sun
Propane back up system operates on rainy days or at night
Trailer mounted: easy to transport and secure for storage
Simple to operate: operators can be trained in a matter of hours
Collapsible reflector assembly folds for easy transport and storage5
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OUTCOMES

A batch of freshly baked bread using the solar oven

The project has led to the creation of an MSME (Micro, Small and
Medium Enterprise) known as Kazimzumbwi Eco Bakery, which provides
direct and indirect employment to Kifuru society. Six staff (women) have
been employed for daily and permanent operation, while 35 women
benefit from rotational work at the bakery, as agreed by members. In
addition, five members from Kifuru village youth group will benefit
indirectly from the Solar Bakery by becoming distributor agents. Using their
motorcycles, distributors will transport products from the bakery to the
neighboring villages.
With the sales of the products they bake – mainly bread and scones – the
women at Kazimzumbwi Eco Bakery are able to generate a stable
income (€1,081 i n s a l e s / month) while preserving the environment
and maintaining their health by avoiding exposure to firewood smoke.
When used as a solar bakery, the Villager Sun Oven can save up to
150 tons of wood annually, which results in the reduction of 277 tons of
greenhouse gases (GHG) annually.
BY THE NUMBERS

6
35

6
5

full time
female bakers

140

goods sold/day

direct jobs
indirect jobs

pa r t t i m e
jobs

36€
daily

reduction of

1081€
monthly

of

277 tons

GHG annually6

saves up to

150 tons

of wood each year6
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CHALLENGES

One of the original objectives of the project was to create employment and
female entrepreneurs. This project was successfully able to do that, although
there were definitely some challenges. For example, during the business plan
workshop, discussions revealed that the main local women’s group with whom
RUDI was working had 52 members and it became immediately clear that not all
52 members could directly benefit by becoming bakers. To solve this issue, RUDI
came up with the idea of creating sub-groups from the local women’s group to
produce local businesses that will provide milk, eggs and other ingredients to the
solar bakery. The women’s group was pleased with this win-win scenario, which
ensured that all members of the group have a chance at being an active part of
local businesses that are providing raw ingredients to the solar bakery. In turn,
the solar bakery management is pleased to be buying the raw ingredients from
their own “members”.

Storing the oven in the bakery building for the night
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CONCLUSION

The scope of this project has effectively extended beyond simply delivering
a solar oven and reducing local environmental damage (deforestation for fuel
wood), to actually improving livelihoods, health, and contributing to the
professional development of the women employed at the bakery. It has also
created indirect jobs for local youth.
Through the business and marketing trainings provided by the project partners
so far, the employees have begun to strengthen their existing skills and
develop new ones. This will undoubtedly be beneficial to them in the running
of this bakery, and in any other form of employment they may undertake in the
future.
In addition, by encouraging and supporting the bakers in taking ownership of
the bakery’s operation, the partners have laid the foundations for a sustainable
business that will outlive the duration of the project.
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